
ticker tape paradeA renovation of the New York Stock Exchange by Rottet Studios and Studios Architecture celebrates its history and future
text: julie lasky  photography: eric laignel
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It was early afternoon, 
and the trading floor of that 
neoclassical temple of 
commerce, the New York 
Stock Exchange, was speck-
led with people quietly gaz-
ing at jagged lines rising and 
falling on screens. Not many 
years ago, the financial dis-
trict site would have been 
marked by people shouting, 
scribbling traders, and ticker 
tape littered on the floor. 
Today, however, trading is 
conducted silently, around 
the clock, and largely beyond 
the physical premises of Wall 
Street. But at 226 years old, 
the NYSE is an institution of vast cultural importance, as well as a place where people continue to labor at 
desks, chew on steak, and hold board meetings. The legendary bell that signals the opening of the market 
at 9:30 AM continues to ring.

How does one recapture the NYSE’s energy and glamour? This was the question tackled by Interior 
Design Hall of Fame members Lauren Rottet and Todd DeGarmo, whose firms, Rottet Studios and Studios 
Architecture, respectively, were commissioned to renovate two upper floors of the eight-story 1903 
building. Developed as working and event spaces for companies listed on the exchange, the rooms are 
now available to groups as small as two and as large as 300. 

“We added back the wow factor,” Studios CEO and principal DeGarmo begins. “We wanted the exchange 
to be at the top of its game,” Rottet adds. “But it has this history, this amazing building that everyone respects.”

The project was a double-pronged effort: to restore the historic Beaux arts features within the 41,700 
square feet and seamlessly insert new furnishings, artwork, and technology. The original spaces, which 
included offices, meeting rooms, a restaurant, an auditorium, and a double-height boardroom, were re-
configured or repurposed with a sensitivity to the building’s archaeological layers. “We didn’t erase the 
fact that things evolved over time,” DeGarmo says, referring to prior renovations.

So, the Hamilton Room, where NYSE members occasionally gather for bell-ringing ceremonies, still 
looks much as it did decades ago, when the pegged white oak flooring was laid. “It was actually a lighter 
color,” Rottet associate principal Sarah Poist notes; she and Studios associate principal Kurt Wayne 
worked closely on the project. After doing mockups of the wall paint and floor, the teams chose to stain 

Previous spread: At the New York Stock Exchange in the financial district, Rottet Studio and Studios Architecture 
renovated two floors, including the boardroom, where LED screens are fitted into archways between restored 
gilded Corinthian pilasters dating to 1903. 

Top, from left: Portraits of former NYSE executives in the chairman’s room. A vintage fire hose on a corridor 
wall. A fragment of original wall in the boardroom. Bottom: Jehs + Laub chairs ring the boardroom’s custom 
table of thermo-formed Corian. 

Opposite: Novo Arts created the ticker tape–inspired installation in Siebert Hall, where paneling is upholstered  
in leather. 
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Top: A Rottet Home coffee table stands central in the Bond Room, fea-
turing a David Hockney photograph. Center: Flooring in a pre-function 
area are existing planks that were sanded and stained. Bottom: The 
table and pendant fixture in the Wall Street Room are custom.  

Opposite: In the glow of a programmable LED panel, honed American 
marble composes the new stairway between the sixth and seventh floors. 

the wood a darker brown—“It felt richer,” Poist says—but they refreshed rather than altered the green-
and-gold gilding on the vaulted ceiling. A copy of John Trumbull’s 1806 portrait of Alexander Hamilton, 
America’s first treasury secretary, hangs on one wall. 

Similarly, key elements have been preserved at 1792, the private restaurant named for the year that the 
Buttonwood Agreement was signed, establishing the course for the NYSE. A 1949 mural that illustrates 
the event is still in place. On another wall, a 1943 menu unearthed during the renovation lists such items 
as broiled shad roe with spinach and potatoes ($1.50) and almond tart (25¢).

When the Rottet and Studios teams turned to the boardroom, however, they undid previous renovations. 
DeGarmo produced a picture showing the space when the monumental leaded glass ceiling was obscured—
a hangover from a terrorist-instigated dynamite explosion near the building in 1920. And, a flanking pair 
of antechambers had been walled off from the central area. Now the massive skylight is not just exposed 

but also backlit, and the three separated spaces are returned to 
one. DeGarmo drew attention to a small gilded piece of the 
room’s original wall, which has been framed at knee level as a 
window into the past. Referring to Rottet’s quietly sumptuous 
decorative details, he described the new Axminster carpet that 
stretches across the floor for yards in distinguished light and 
dark gray as “pure Lauren.”

At each point, the architects and designers sought to create 
flexibility. In the boardroom, archways between gold-accented 
Corinthian pilasters have now been fitted with LED screens that 
can be used for presentations. Elsewhere, a pre-function area 
has been technologically enriched so presentations taking place 
in the separate auditorium can be watched remotely. A new mar-
ble staircase descends from there to the floor below, improving 
circulation. (Before, groups crammed into elevators or were 
forced to use the fire stairs.) 

The lower floor is where the executives used to roost. Tom 
Farley, a former NYSE president who was integral to launching 
the renovation, was the last to occupy an office, which had an 
attached private conference room. (He opted to sit in a more 
communal area with his staff.) Speaking to CNBC in 2015, he 
noted that the NYSE, now owned by Intercontinental Exchange, 
was taking design cues from technology companies because it 
had become, effectively, a technology company. But down in 
Farley’s former quarters, now a library with an antechamber, the 
mood is set by wraparound bookshelves and materials such as 
brass, hardwood, and oyster shell. 

Proceed along the art-lined marble corridors and every meeting 
room is singular and compelling. The Bond Room, for example, 
has vintage engraved certificates hanging from picture wires 
along with David Hockney’s composite photograph of the Brooklyn 
Bridge. The Clerk’s Room features a signed letter from Thomas 
Edison offering his version of an invention that transmits stock 
quotations rapidly, i.e. the stock ticker. In a similar nod to his-
tory, the room off the library has a coat rack designed by  
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The boardroom’s glass ceiling, covered since 1920, was exposed and restored, and the walled-off antechambers on either end of the room were reconnected. 
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George B. Post, the building’s 
original architect. 

Members also have access 
to Siebert Hall, named after 
Muriel Siebert, the first 
woman to purchase a seat on 
the exchange for $445,000 
in 1967. Its ceiling swath of 
plywood ribbons painted 
three shades of the NYSE 
logo’s signature blue was 
inspired by ticker tape. “We 
had a squiggle,” Wayne says 
of the concept’s first itera-
tion. Along a wall is a gallery 
of artifacts, including 
Siebert’s circa 1970 coat, 
found during Rottet Studio’s 
deep dive through the 
NYSE’s archives.

“We hope our own history will be uncovered,” Wayne continues, explaining that, somewhere in 
the building, there’s a time capsule holding the business cards of most of the project’s contributors. 
He refused to say where. 

PROJECT TEAM  

DAVID DAVIS; JAMES CULL; ANA MARIA NATER: ROTTET STUDIO. MIKE KROCHMALUK; JENNIFER BROWN; CLAYTON HENRY: STUDIOS 

ARCHITECTURE. SBLD STUDIO: LIGHTING CONSULTANT. TAD ASSOCIATES: AUDIOVISUAL CONSULTANT. LANDOR: BRANDING CONSULTANT. 

SEVERUD ASSOCIATES: STRUCTURAL ENGINEER. JB & B: MEP. CERAMI: ACOUSTICAL ENGINEER. MEADOWS OFFICE INTERIORS: FURNITURE 

DEALER. WILLIAM SOMERVILLE: WOODWORK. GARDINER & THEOBALD: PROJECT MANAGEMENT. BENCHMARK BUILDERS: GENERAL CONTRACTOR.

PRODUCT SOURCES  

FROM FRONT DETAILED SOLUTIONS: CUSTOM LED SCREENS (BOARDROOM). MOORE+FRIESL: CUSTOM TABLES (BOARDROOM, SIEBERT HALL). 

DUNE: CREDENZA (CHAIRMAN’S ROOM). KNOLL: WALL FABRIC (BOARDROOM). EOS LIGHT PANEL SYSTEMS: CEILING LEDS. OPTIMA LEATHERS: 

WALL UPHOLSTERY (SIEBERT HALL). CIRCA LIGHTING: PENDANT FIXTURE (BOND ROOM). LONGHI: CHAIRS. BRIGHT GROUP: SOFAS. DECCA 

HOME: COFFEE TABLE. OPUZEN: CURTAIN FABRIC. NATHAN ALLAN GLASS STUDIOS: GLASS PANELS (PRE-FUNCTION AREA). PRECIOSA: LED 

PANELS (STAIRWAY). RAMBUSCH LIGHTING CO.: CUSTOM PENDANT FIXTURE (WALL STREET ROOM), LIGHT FIXTURE RESTORATION. HOLLY 

HUNT ENTERPRISES: CREDENZA (WALL STREET ROOM). DATESWEISER: CUSTOM TABLES (WALL STREET ROOM, MAP ROOM, LIBRARY). SPINNEY

BECK: WALL UPHOLSTERY (STAIRWAY). BIORDI: STAIR TREAD STONE. RICHARDSON SEATING CORPORATION: STOOLS (RESTAURANT). CREN

SHAW LIGHTING: PENDANT FIXTURES. DRIVE21: CUSTOM PLAQUE (MEETING ROOM). STUDIO VAN DEN AKKER: PENDANT FIXTURE (MAP ROOM). 

LILY JACK: CHAIR (ANTECHAMBER). BERNHARDT HOSPITALITY: CREDENZA. AVENUE ROAD: SOFA. CHAI MING STUDIOS: TABLE. HENGE: PEN-

DANT FIXTURES (LIBRARY). THROUGHOUT WILKHAHN: CONFERENCE CHAIRS. TSAR RUGS AND CARPETS: CUSTOM CARPET, CUSTOM RUGS. 

BENJAMIN MOORE & CO.: PAINT. BASWA ACOUSTIC: ACOUSTICAL CEILING SYSTEMS. USAI LIGHTING: RECESSED CEILING FIXTURES. 

Top, from left: The private restaurant 1792. A new brass plaque etched with vintage artwork outside 
a meeting room. A Studio Van den Akker pendant fixture in the Map Room. Bottom: The antechamber  
off the library features an early 1900’s coat rack by George B. Post, the building’s original architect.

Opposite: Built-ins made from buttonwood and Massimo Castagna pendant fixtures define the library, 
formerly the NYSE president’s private conference room.
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